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welcome from the
principal
Dear Grade 8s

Welcome to Camps Bay High School. We are so pleased that you
are officially a pupil at our School and this is now your school too.
We would like to make the start of your High School career a
wonderful experience. So, on top of all the activities we have
planned for you to assist with your integration into the school, you
also have this booklet!

We want your first year of High School to be a positive, happy and
memorable experience. We have therefore created a support base
for you, made up of staff which include your Tutor and Grade Head.

You also have the prefects and specifically your house prefects to
look out for you and look after you. We also have the school
counsellor and school psychologist to add to the overall support
net. However, the person who you may get the most immediate
support from is Ms Murray, the front office secretary. If you are ever
lost or need help, she is a good place to start.

So again, we are delighted that you have joined the Camps Bay
High School Family. I wish you every success for this year and the
years ahead.

Yours sincerely,

D de Korte
Principal

2020 timetable

school times

term dates

public holidays
1 JANUARY 2020 – New Year’s Day
21 MARCH 2020 – Human Rights Day
10 APRIL 2020 – Good Friday
13 APRIL 2020 – Family Day
27 APRIL 2020 – Freedom Day
1 MAY 2020 – Workers Day
16 JUNE 2020 – Youth Day
9 AUGUST 2020 – Women’s Day
10 AUGUST 2020 – Public Holiday
24 SEPTEMBER 2020 – Heritage Day
16 DECEMBER 2020 – Day of Reconciliation
25 DECEMBER 2020 – Christmas Day
26 DECEMBER 2020 – Day of Goodwill

"Don't wait for
opportunities create them!"

house and tutor system
You will be allocated to a House in Grade 8 and you will remain in that house for your
entire time at Camps Bay High Schoo. The House you are in will determine your Tutor
Group (Home Room Class) for the next 5 years. Each year, you will move up with your
same group and Tutor Teacher.

Your tutor is your first point of contct whenever you have an issue. Next in line will be your
Grade Heads, Mrs Jessica Parsons and Mr Mike Howell.

sets
Our timetable works on an 8-day cycle with 7 lessons per day. The first day of school will
be Day 1 and will follow through to Day 8, and then revert back to Day 1. So:

You will receive a timetable according to your set (Set 1, Set 2, Set 3, Set 4, Set 5, Set 6)

You will be divided into sets according to your Creative Arts Subject. You will remain in
this set for the year. This means, you will have all your lessons (except for Maths and
Languages) with this group for the year.

For Maths and Languages, you will be split according to the results of your Placement
Tests which you wrote in November last year.

It may sound very confusing to begin with but after the first week you should get the hang
of it! If you are not sure where to go during lesson changes, please report to Reception
and we will gladly help you to navigate the halls and timetables!

tutor groups 2020

teacher codes and contacts
Each teacher at Camps Bay High School has a Code associated with their name. Often,
this is the teacher's initials but this can vary if more than one staff member has the same
initials.

For your convenience, here is a list of Teacher Codes, their position at the school and their
email addresses. Please feel free to contact teachers via email - alll teachers and staff

senior management team
try to respond within a 48 hour period.

administration

departments

"Success is no accident. It is
hard work, preservance,
learning, studying, sacrifice
and most of love of what you
are doing."
Pele

code of conduct
The Camps Bay High School Code of Conduct is used as a set of guiding principles when
dealing with each individual learner, in each incident and taking into consideration the
circumstances. This approach has been agreed to by the School Governing Body, Principal
and the School Management team.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Behaviour:
Learners are expected, at all times, to behave in a courteous and considerate manner
towards each other, all members of staff, prefects, and visitors to the school.

School rules:
Learners are expected to abide by the school's rules when representing the school both
during school hours and after school hours, at school and away from school.

Learners are, at all times, to be "Proudly Camps Bay' and not say or do anything that will
discredit themselves or the school.

Teaching and learning:
No learner has the right, at any time, to behave in a manner that will disrupt the learning
activity of other learners, or to cause another learner physical or emotional harm.

ntervention and consequences:

I

The school will contact parents/guardians when a learner's behaviour becomes a cause
for concern and will endeavour, in a spirit of constructive partnership, to resolve the
problem. Inappropriate behaviour will have consequences as outlined in this code of
conduct.

SCHOOL AND CLASS ATTENDANCE
Parents and guardians, learners, teachers and School Governing Body members are jointly
responsible for ensuring that all learners attend school.

If a learner does not attend school regularly, the relevant tutor will report the absence of
the learner to the parent and the Principal in writing.

All learners are to arrive in time for the official starting time. Learners who are late for
school will be marked absent, as registers are completed at the beginning of each day.
Absence from a class, without the permission of the relevant register or subject teacher, is
prohibited. Any absence from school must be covered by a note from a parent/guardian.
Should a learner be absent from school for a period of three (3) days or longer, this leave
of absence must be supported by a letter from a medical doctor/traditional
doctor/registered herbalist.

Any absence from a formal examination, test or task must be supported by a letter from a
medical doctor/traditional doctor/registered herbalist.

VALUABLES AND PERSONAL BELONGINGS
The school will not be held responsible for theft of, or damage to, personal belongings on
school premises (e.g. cell phones, bags, books and clothing).
Learners should avoid bringing cell phones, large sums of money and valuables to school.

BEHAVIOUR IN THE SCHOOL GROUNDS
Loitering and/or playing in and around the corridors, stairwells and toilets is forbidden.All
litter must be placed in refuse bins or wastepaper baskets. Wilful damage, vandalism or
neglect of school property and the property of others is prohibited. Theft of school and
private property is prohibited.

CLASS AND EXAM RULES
Any cheating in class work, homework, informal and formal tests or internal or external

‟

examinations is prohibited. Furthermore, copying of another s work or borrowing another

‟

learner s work is forbidden. Borrowing calculators or stationery during tests and exams is
not allowed.

Disruptive, unruly, rude and/or offensive behaviour is not allowed.

It is the responsibility of each learner to hand in work on time.

If a learner misses a test through absenteeism, the first day that they return to school they
will be expected to write the test. In the same way, if they miss a project-hand-in date due
to absenteeism, they must hand in the work on the day that they return to school.

Learners who fail to produce a medical certificate after absenteeism from a
formal examination/test/assessment task can obtain a mark of “0” (nought) for the
particular examination/test/assessment task.

RESPECTING DIVERSITY
Each leaner will respect the beliefs, culture, dignity and rights of other learners, as well as
their right to privacy and confidentiality. Language which is deemed to be derogatory,
discriminatory or racist is prohibited. Swearing is not allowed.

Any act that belittles, demeans or humiliates another learner's culture, race or religion
is prohibited.

RESPECTING EACH OTHER
All learners have the right to an education free of interference, intimidation and/or
physical abuse. Every learner must respect the safety of other learners. Fighting or
threatening other learners is forbidden. Learners should respect other learners in positions
of authority. A learner who is in a position of authority will conduct himself/herself in a
befitting manner. She/he will respect the rights of other learners and will not abuse such
authority bestowed upon him/her through his/her position.

The carrying, copying and/or reading of offensive material is prohibited.

Bullying in any form is not allowed. This includes physical and psychological bullying, both
verbally and in cyberspace.

SCHOOL UNIFORM AND APPEARANCE
Learners are expected to wear the official uniform and appear neat and tidy at all times.

1. No additions to the uniform, that are not in accordance with the regulations, will be
allowed.
2. No unauthorised earrings, jewellery, accessories or visible tattoos are allowed.
3. No colouring of hair or wearing of exotic hairstyles or styles that attract undue attention
are allowed.
4. Fingernails must be kept trimmed short and clean at all times. No nail polish.
5. During events that allow the wearing of casual wear, learners should wear neat,
presentable clothes. Beachwear, tight-fitting clothes and clothes that are too revealing
are not allowed.
6. Hair, shoes and accessories should be neat at all times.
7. Only learners who have applied and submitted relevant supporting documents and
received the necessary permission from the School Governing Body may deviate from
the official school uniform for religious and cultural reasons.

girls

BOYS

White Camps Bay High branded golf shirt

White Camps Bay High branded golf

(long or short sleeves)

shirt (long or short sleeves)

Khaki skirt (skort) - (with length not shorter

Camps Bay branded school chinos

than length of arm to tip of fingers down

(available at school shop). Hems must

side)

touch school shoes.

School Chinos - Camps Bay High branded.

Long or calf length khaki socks

(Hems must touch shoes). May not be

Dark brown polishable lace up school

altered to be tight-fitting.

shoes. No takkies, boots or shoes with

Shorts – Camps Bay branded. Same length

white soles are acceptable.

applies as per skort above. May not be

Fleece lined green warm sweater.

altered to be tight-fitting.

Thick padded jacket with badge

Thin, short, plain white ankle socks

(Swimming/Water polo anorak only to

Fleece lined green sweater

be worn next to the pool)

Thick padded jacket with badge.

Blazers (worn to assembly)Brown

(Swimming/Water polo anorak only to be

school belt (or plain dark brown belt)

worn next to the pool)

with plain buckle

Blazers (worn to assembly)
Green, white or black hair bands
Brown school belt (or plain dark brown
belt) with plain buckle
Girls may wear a black head scarf for
religious purposes only
Hems must be neat and sewn up (especially trouser hems) and touch the shoes at all
times.
No artwork/designs may appear on any item of clothing, including shoes. Only plain
white T-shirts may be worn under the Camps Bay golf shirt/white shirt
No non-Camps Bay branded clothing may be visible with the Camps Bay High uniform.
These will be confiscated if visible.
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RULES GOVERNING PUBLIC SPACES
No dangerous objects or illegal drugs as stipulated in the SA Schools Act may be brought
onto school property, unless authorised by the Principal for educational purposes.

Dangerous objects include knives, firearms or any item that could harm a person.

The carrying and/or smoking of cigarettes or electronic cigarettes is prohibited.

Alcohol is not permitted on school premises or during any school activity.

The carrying of and/or consumption of illegal chemical substances and drugs is prohibited.

OUT OF BOUNDS AREAS
Learners must keep clear of areas that are indicated as out of bounds. These include:
the school motor vehicles garage, the hockey fields, tennis courts and swimming pool area
except while attending official sports practice and matches or during a lesson whilst under
the supervision of the subject teacher.

discipline
Every teacher is responsible for discipline and has the full authority and responsibility to
correct behaviour of learners whenever such correction is necessary.

Any corrective measure or disciplinary action will correspond with and be appropriate to
the offence.

All learners will abide by the disciplinary system that has been developed to assist and
guide learner behaviour in the school.

OFFENCES AND GRADING BY LEVEL OF SERIOUSNESS
Offences are graded according to the nature and degree of seriousness of the offences,
of which grade 1 is the least serious and grade 4 is the most serious.

The grade of an offence will determine the procedure to be followed.

Grade 1 offence — a demerit followed by a detention, then an internal disciplinary
hearing.

Grade 2 offence — a detention or a Saturday detention, an internal disciplinary hearing or
possibly a Governing Body hearing (depending on the severity of the particular offence).

Grade 3 offence — an internal disciplinary hearing, most usually followed by a Governing
Body hearing.

Grade 4 offence — offence can be reported to the South African Police Services (SAPS)
and a Governing Body hearing will be held.

Service

Culture

Sport

Academics

4 pillars of life at camps bay

academics
Dear Pupil

We, as teachers, are here to help you and to make sure that we assist you in getting the
highest possible marks at high school so that doors are opened up for you when you want
to go and study after school.

We do not expect all of our pupils to be brilliant at every subject, and we recognise that
some pupils are strong in some subjects, but might struggle with other subject. All we want
is for you to work hard and to do all your homework.

It is important to ask questions in class and to make sure you understand what is taught. If
at any stage, you are unhappy about something and would like to chat about it to me, I
would love to see you, so please pop in to my office.

Regards

Mr L Mostert
Deputy Principal
Head of Academics
Head of Mathematics

GAP (get ahead programme)
The Get Ahead Programme is a programme of extra lessons offered to all Camps Bay High
School pupils FREE OF CHARGE.
Lessons are offered in the core subjects and are run after school to help any pupil who
feels they need additional help in a subject or for pupils who were absent when a section
of work was taught.
It is voluntary, however sometimes a teacher may insist that you attend CAP. The classes
are nice and small. Pupils do not have to attend every lesson, but can choose when they
would like to attend. Please check the notice boards for the time schedule for GAP which
will be made available by the second week of every term.

sport
It is compulsory for all Grade 8 - 11 pupils to be involved in at least ONE summer and ONE winter
school sport.
In addition to the sporting obiligations, you may also choose to join a society however this does
not replace participating in a school sport.
When you sign up for Summer Sport in term one, you are signing up for the whole year’s summer
season (Terms 1 & 4).
Winter Sports run through Term 2 & 3.

DRESS CODE
Only the official Camps Bay sports kit must be worn for matches and practices.
Team sport practices begin at 15h00 and end at 16h30 for juniors and 17h00 for seniors. (Some
variations do apply where there is pressure on facilities or for pupils who play for senior teams)

ABSENCE
48-hour Notice Period is required If unavailable to play, because of exceptional circumstances
other than ill health, the pupil needs to bring a letter from their parent (or send an e-mail). This
must be handed to the coach or manager at least 48 hours before the fixture.

MATCHES
Matches are compulsory for ALL players chosen to represent the school.
Derby days are compulsory.

EXEMPTIONS FROM SPORT
Exemptions from school sport are only considered for those pupils who represent a Provincial or
National team and the documentation to this effect is presented to the school for
consideration.

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS
Failure to sign-up for Sport & Extra-Curricular activities – 2hr DT
Absent from sport/activity without an excuse – 1hr or 2hr DT
Missing a Sports Match without presenting a letter before the event – Saturday DT
Missing a Derby Day – Saturday DT

Mr Mzi Nyathi - HEAD OF SPORT

culture
DRAMATIC ARTS
Mr S Cross

Dramatic Arts at Camps Bay High School involves all aspects of drama, acting, directing,
voice and movement.

There is a strong focus on the technical elements of theatre, play study and the history of
theatre.

There is a major emphasis towards performance but we also encourage a host of related
skills such as producing, writing, sound and lighting and stage management.

We have an annual production either a musical or classic play. We also have our annual
inter house play festival in which all interested learners from grade 8 to grade 12 can get
involved with producing competing one act plays.

Those who would like to get involved with Drama but are not yet sure if they would like to
pursue it as a Creative Arts or FET subject can join the Drama Club.

DANCE
Ms T Scarborough

Dance classes are offered daily as an extra mural activity.

Pupils who attend these classes regularly have the
opportunity to perform in the Dance Showcase in May and
Celebration in October.

Classes vary according to ability and experience.

Timetable will be confirmed in January.

"The expert in anything
was once a beginner."
Helen Hayes

MUSIC
Mrs B Harvey

The Music Department provides the Music Stream for Creative Arts in Grade 8 and 9 with a
secondary art form of Visual Arts and FET Music from Grade 10.

All learners in the Music Stream will learn to read and write music, participate in class
singing and the practical component will include use of auxillary percussion and marimbas.

The Music Department also provides ensembles for both Music and non-Music learners.
These are provided free-of-charge as part of the extramural programme and includes a
school choir, a show choir, four rock and pop bands, a jazz band and two marimba bands.

The Music Department is heavily involved in school events and participates in provincial
and national eisteddfods.

There is a strong focus on producing well-rounded musicians, nuturing both the academic
and performance orientated musician.

The extramural schedule for music is:
Choir - Mondays at 3pm - 5pm
School Band - Thursdays/Fridays at 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Rock Bands - Wednesday and Thursday at 3pm - 4pm
Marimba Band - Wednesday and Thursday at 4pm - 5pm

VISUAL ARTS
Ms Terry

Visual Art focuses on creative and intellectual problem solving processes. Planning,
research, innovation, conceptualisation and critical reflection are also required.

The syllabus includes the appreciation of Art and Art History – from cave art through to
20th century art movements. Learners will explore and experiment with materials,
techniques and processes related to art practice. Learners complete specific assignments
revolving around a brief with a specific theme.

Workshopped styles of art-making as well as individual or interpretive expression get
developed. Visual Art is for the learner who is willing to approach the subject in a mature
and dedicated manner.

Art after school happens on a Tuesday and is for students who already take Art as a
subject and wish to use the time to develop their practical tasks further.

service
Serving others is an opportunity for students to contribute beyond themselves to the
benefit of others leading to a well-balanced lifestyle.

Some students are actively involved in service outside of the school, for example
Lifesaving. You will find that there are many ways to be of service within the school too.

THE PRESIDENTS AWARD (TPA)
Ms K Mobsby

TPA creates opportunities for young people to develop character, discover their purpose
and determine their future to contribute towards nation building.

Participants progress at their own pace through 3-Levels: Bronze, Silver & Gold.
Bronze – Ages 14+
Silver – Ages 15+
Gold – Ages -16+

There are 5-Sections to the Programme that must be done per level over a fixed time:
Physical Recreation – Encourages improved performance & physical fitness
Service – Encourages responsibility to the community
Skills – Encourage the development of cultural, vocational & practical skills
Adventurous Journey – Cultivates a spirit of adventure and discovery; an understanding of
the environment and the importance of team work and common purpose

If you would like to sign up for TPA, please get a form from Ms Mobsby.

FIRST AID
Ms S Parker

All Camps Bay High School, pupils are given the opportunity to be trained in First Aid up till
First Aid Level 3. The training is offered on campus by outside trainers at least once a year.
There is a cost involved.

Ms. S. Parker is in charge of the First Aiders at Camps Bay High School . Those who have
qualified, volunteer at school sports matches, providing First Aid Service when needed.

Ms. Parker draws up a roster according to the School's Sports Fixture List.

RCL (Representative Council of Learners)
Ms MJ and Mr Edwards

The RCL meet every Tuesday at second break and is made up of 3 to 4 learners per Grade
who have been elected by their Grade to represent them. If pupils have issues or ideas,
they are welcome to raise these with one of their Grade representatives who will then take
these issues to the Council for discussion, looking for solutions. The RCL is also responsible
for helping to build school spirit.

service clubs

other clubs

making the transition to
high school
Grade 8 is a new start, a time to put past expectations, and mistakes behind you. Grade 8
will come with its own set of challenges, two of which are peer pressure and stress which
can impact your ability to focus and excel academically.

So here’s some advice on how to make the transition smoothly…

BE ORGANISED
This allows you to stay on track with your work, assignments and projects and gives you
confidence at exam time. Prep the night before for the next day. Make lists.

Set goals – short and long term goals and constantly re-evaluate them. Build good study
habits – every day! Ask for help, ask if you are uncertain… ASK!

PEER PRESSURE
There is of course both Positive and Negative peer pressure all around us. This does not
change after school – but what does change is our maturity and our self-discipline to say
NO! This comes from making good choices and it starts right here in high school.

Asking ourselves: “Is this going to have a good outcome for me or others?”, “What is my gut
telling me?”, may answer that question for you.

Peer pressure comes in many forms: Theft, Drugs and Alcohol, Sexual Activity, Bullying and
more potentially dangerous Behaviour. The results of being swept up in the moment will
have dire consequences.

Understand this about peer pressure: Learn how to be Assertive -you have the right to say
NO! Delay the moment – say “ let me think about it .“ Get out - when in doubt – walk away!

Choose your friends wisely, hold each other accountable. Ask for help - Talk to someone
you trust.

Always go with your instincts and do the right thing even if its hard!

BULLYING
Bullying is unacceptable. It is a behaviour that is rooted in fear rather than respect.

It can be physical, social, verbal, direct or indirect, and includes engaging, videoing,
posting on social media platforms. Its intent is to harm an individual repeatedly and this is
not tolerated at Camps Bay High School.

Because we are a family that celebrates diversity and individuality in our students we
believe in creating a community that everyone has the right to enjoy, therefore our Code
of Conduct is clear on the consequences should bullying occur and we encourage our
students to speak to someone they trust about their concerns.
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f you are being bullied, here are some useful tips:

I

Maintain neutral facial expressions (Bullies look for reactions!)
Tell someone you trust – so we can hold the person accountable.
Join an extracurricular activity to meet other/new friends
Ask a peer to support you in a confrontation
Respond with non-aggressive statements ("So what," "That's your opinion," "Okay")
Make assertive statements ("This is a waste of my time.") If you are going to get
involved make sure it is for the right reasons… to say STOP! ENOUGH!

CYBERBULLYING
The Cowards platform… using digital technology to deliberately hurt someone. You know
what this looks like.

It includes:posting or sending messages that threaten people or put people down
leaving people out of online games or social forums
spreading nasty rumours online about people
setting up unkind or unpleasant fake social media accounts
trolling or stalking people online
sharing or forwarding people’s personal information
posting insulting or embarrassing photos or videos of people

Cyberbullying often leaves teenagers with lowered self-esteem, and unsafe. They will
experience anxiety, and stress. This leads to less interest in school and low academic
achievement.

SOCIAL MEDIA
We know social media is vital to your social and creative lives. It expands your knowledge
base and connects you to like-minded peers. It challenges your creativity, opens up
collaborative learning and builds into relationships. It is an extension of your offline
interactions.

The risks are becoming more prevalent and with it the need to begin and maintain a
dialogue on being safe, responsible and respectful.

The dangers you face are real. The tempations unavoidable and the choices you make are
vital to ensuring a reputation of Integrity that will follow you throughout life.

Know the dangers!
being exposed to inappropriate or upsetting content like mean, aggressive, violent or
sexual comments or images
uploading inappropriate content like embarrassing or provocative photos or videos of
oneself or others
putting the school reputation in ill repute – anything in uniform or referencing the school
in a negative light – pride for school, dire consequences
sharing personal information with strangers –eg, phone numbers, date of birth or
location
being a responsible digital citizen by showing respect in posts and when sharing
content – for example, if it’s not OK to say or do something face to face, it’s not OK
online.

Your digital print is lasting!

free health services available
Your physical and mental health are very important to us!

This is one of the reasons we place an emphasis on team sports activities at Camps Bay
High School as a healthy body = a healthy mind!

SCHOOL NURSE
We have a school nurse who visits our School every second Wednesday. If you have a
health issue or just need some advice, you can make an appointment to see her via Mrs.
Murray at Reception.

COUNSELLING SERVICE
If, at any time, you feel you need emotional support or need to talk to someone
confidentially about something that is causing you emotional distress, we have a full time
Counsellor at the school as well as a Psychologist who comes in twice a week.

Mr. M. Howell is our Counsellor and you can see him in his office or simply catch him
around the school and let him know you would like to chat to him. You can also email him
on mhowell@campsbayhigh.co.za.

Mr. Howell may refer you to see Mrs. Spiro, our Psychologist, who is at the school every
Monday and Friday.

terms you may hear which
you've never heard before...

LATE SLIP/YELLOW SLIP - the slip you get from reception and give to your tutor teacher
when you are late for school.

CELEBRATION - the prize giving and special awards ceremony at the end of the year.
ISOLATION - this happens when you break the school Code of Conduct and need to be
seperate from the rest of your class.

CULTURAL SLOT - a weekly assembly on a Tuesday which focuses on cultural activities
DAQ - short for Dennis Abrahams Quad - the covered quad next to the hall.
ASP - short for Academic Support Programme. This happens after school and is used to
write tests that learners may have missed due to absences or to complete projects which
aren't handed in on time.

HOUSE MEETINGS - meetings with your head of house and house prefects.
GRADE MEETINGS - meeting with your grade heads to discuss issues or upcoming events.
SPECTRUM WEEK - organised by the prefect body in the last week of school in the fourth
term

communication to you at
high school
Things are a little bit different at High School…

In Primary School your parents were “spoon fed” information about you and your life at
school. At High School we help you on your journey to becoming responsible young adults,
and so believe that you need to start taking responsibility for staying in touch with what’s
happening at school and what’s required in your classroom or your extramurals.

We will still send your parents a weekly newsletter which will include highlights of the past
week as well as planning for the week to come. But, the responsibility is with YOU - not
your parents - to find out about your sports practice times, sports matches, homework, test
dates, project deadlines, etc.

GOOGLE CLASSROOM
At the beginning of the year, a school google account will be set up in your name. For the
duration of your schooling at Camps Bay High School, this will stay the same.

This will give you access to Google Classroom. Most of the teachers at Camps Bay High
School use Google Classroom to post notices and information on tests and assignments.
Some of your projects and assignments you will even have to submit directly via Google
Classroom.

You will also find past papers from exams here - this can help you with your Exam
Preparation.

Remember, the computers in the library are available for ALL STUDENTS to use so if you
don’t have a computer at home you can use the school’s computers.

The library is open till at least 4pm - Mondays to Thursdays and till 2.30pm on Fridays.

You will also be able to access Google Classroom via your smartphone, if you have one.

The school has FREE WiFi available to all students but if you abuse this privilege (by
downloading movies, music, or visiting sites restricted for over 18s) you will be kicked off
the school WiFI.

SOCIAL MEDIA
At Camps Bay High School, we have an Instagram and a Facebook Page

If you are on Social Media, please follow/like/subscribe to our services. We post all the
school’s news here as well as fun video clips of school activities.

A reminder that if you are on social media, to keep your profiles private and don't let
strangers be your friends or followers - for your own protection!

Never post anything that can be seen as bringing the school into disrepute!

how do you or your parents
communicate with staff at the
high school
HO IS YOUR ‘GO TO’ AT CAMPS BAY HIGH SCHOOL?

W

If you have an issue or a query, the first person to contact is your tutor teacher.
If you feel that you are not getting anywhere with your tutor teacher or if it is an issue
related to your tutor teacher, you should then get in touch with either of your Grade
Heads.

If you still don’t feel your issue is resolved or your issue is with your Grade Head, then you
can get in touch with Mr. Mostert as Head of Academics or Mr. de Korte, the Principal.

We encourage you to try resolve issues yourself. We know that sometimes your parents
need to be involved in helping you make decisions but part of growing up is learning how
to resolve problems yourself.

Of course, it is still very important to talk to your parents about your issues and hopefully
they can give you some guidance and direction in terms of how to resolve the issues you
have before they step in to help you.

PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW IF YOU ARE ABSENT, LATE OR NEED TO LEAVE SCHOOL
EARLY
If you are going to be absent, late or need to leave early, your parent needs to send an
email or a note to your tutor teacher and a COPY of that email or note to:
reception@campsbayhigh.co.za.

Leaving school early is not encouraged as this causes great disruption during the day - this
is strictly for emergencies.

In the email, your parent needs to explain the reason for your being absent/late or leaving
early as well as include date and times.

If you are wanting to leave school early, please go to Mrs. Murray at Reception at the start
of the day and collect a

LEAVING EARLY FORM.

You will then need to get each of the

teachers classes you will be missing to sign off on the form and then return to Mrs. Murray.

If you get sick during the day and want to leave early, you will need to go to Mrs. Murray at
Reception and she will give you permission to call your parents. You then need to get your
parents to either send Mrs. Murray an email on reception@campsbayhigh.co.za (this is
preferable) or Mrs. Murray will get verbal permission from them.

Mrs. Murray will issue you with

LEAVING EARLY FORM which you will have to get the

teachers whose classes you are missing to sign and then you must return to Mrs. Murray.

SHARING YOUR NEWS
If you have anything you think should be shared with the school, for example an incredible
personal sporting achievement, please mail our Marketing & Communications Manager Ms. van der Spuy on cvanderspuy@campsbayhigh.co.za and copy your tutor teacher.

Ms. van der Spuy also welcomes any pics and stories of your life at school - she might not
be able to use all of them but don’t let that stop you from sharing!

WEBSITE - www.campsbayhigh.co.za
Our website is what we call our “Outsiders View” of the school so this is essentially a
Marketing tool for the school for those who are interested in the school.

IN TOUCH PARENT PORTAL
The InTouch portal is a website that your parents can use to keep up to date with your life
at school and includes information on:
School announcements
Upcoming events
Calendar
Correspondence sent to the family
Attendance records
Student behaviour
Copies of term reports

Your parents will be able to check up you here and see if you get any demerits, so it’s best
to always be on your best behaviour!

SPORTS COMMUNICATION
Mr. Nyathi is the Head of Sport at Camps Bay High School.

Teachers at Camps Bay High School are assigned to be in charge of different sports and
are assisted by outside coaches in some cases.

Most of the Teachers in Charge or Coaches will set up WhatsApp Broadcast Groups to
keep you informed of team matches, etc. It is your responsibility to make sure that your
parents are aware of this.

Every student at Camps Bay High School is required to choose ONE summer and ONE
winter sport.

It is compulsory to attend all practices and be available for matches.

If you cannot attend practice or participate in a match, your parent will need write a letter
to mnyathi@campsbayhigh.co.za and copy the teacher in charge of your sport Mr. Nyathi
may request a copy of a Doctor’s Certificate.

If you miss your team practice or a match, without permission, you will be issued demerits
and will have to attend detention.

"Life is full of new beginnings may this one be your happiest ever"
Unknown

prefects 2020

"Gotta heart bigger than my
smile!"

Amava Mkuku

"My motto in life is to
always live life to the
fullest."

Tyrese Jones

"Your go-to Gal for just
about anything!""

Renee van Zyl

"`Perservere and stay
humble"

Storm Rhoda

"The world is at your
feet, kids... now show the
world and CBHS what
those feet can do"
Kevin Stocks

"If you need help with
being bullied or being
lost, I'll help you come
right."
Liam du Plessis

"If you're looking for me,
you'll hear me first."

Thandeka Madawini

"I'll do your homework for
you!"

Cleo Sirin

"I'm a singer at heart but
tone deaf in reality"

Hudaa Williams

"If you are having a bad day
and need a little laugh, just
find Ronaldo and me!."

Khanyisile Danster

"Always happy to help, ask
me anything :)"

Amicah Evans

"Enjoy the small things"

Alaya Ashby

"Happy to help with any
questions that you guys
have."

Jojo Landstedt

"Always here to help."

Matt O'Dowd

"If you need to cry, come
"Never fear when Jessica is
to me and we'll do it
near!"
together."
Jessica Woan
Hannah Fowler

"I've got your back! Get
advice, answers and
inspiration from the
'Wise Connection'."
Dane Wise

"Getroud met rugby."

Aalia Dramat

"Earn my respect and I'll
look after you."

Nicholas Adrieans

"I am madness with a mind
of intellect"

Lati-tah Mbambo

"I'll always be laughing...
at Khanyisile."
Ronaldo da Silva

"I'm either experiencing a
mental breakdown or I'm an
angel sent to save the
music industry."

Nolubabalo Bawuti

"I have more textbooks
than friends."
Grace van Heerden

"Everyone was thinking it, I
just said it"

Justine Garde

I'm always around to help."

Mila Engelbrecht

"A leader is one
who knows the
way, goes the way
AND shows the
way"
John C Maxwell

